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Why oh why?
• How long we have left on Earth?
• How to maximise habitability of the Earth and go beyond its limits?
• Some challenges: changing environment, overconsumption of 
resources, overpopulation, large asteroid impact, solar evolution
• Life is rare
• Life is precious
The master plan
• Make sure that the Earth is habitable for as long as possible
• Research formation of life
• Explore life, conditions and habitability outside the Earth
• Prepare for the expanse outside the Earth














• 752,000+ known asteroids + constantly increasing
• 508,000+ numbered asteroids + constantly increasing
• 138,000+ with known size and albedo + 350,000 by Gaia
• ≈4,000 with known spectral type + 100,000s by Gaia and Euclid
• 12 studied by space missions
• +10 more with launched and developed missions
1 Ceres
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Lucy to six 
targets 
(NASA)
CASTAway to visit 10—20 asteroids 
(University of Oxford, Open University)
Asteroid touring concepts
MANTIS to visit ~10 asteroids
(Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory)
Distributed Earth monitoring systems
Planet Labs provide global imagery once a day with 
200+ CubeSats
Spire provides global sensing for maritime, weather 
and aviation once a day with 50+ CubeSats
Bipropellant rocket engine
Example: Cassini (NASA)
~3100 kg of propellant out of 5712 kg launch mass 
∆v = 2 km/s
Ion engine
Example: Dawn (NASA)
425 kg of xenon out of 1200 kg launch mass
∆v = 10 km/s

Photonic sail and ion engine 
(power) thrust decays as 1/r2
Electric solar wind 
sail thrust decays 




• Tens of nanospacecraft
• Hundreds of targets








• Navigation and autonomy
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